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1. INTRODUCTION

6. XSP: Structured Sets

A database management system, DBMS, manages data
for application processing and for storage preservation.
Since data represented for processing is not always ideal
for preservation, and since data represented for preservation
is not always ideal for processing, accessing applicationfriendly data from storage-friendly data poses a genuine
challenge.[4]
Large increases in volumes of available data and diversity
of applications have developers questioning use of traditional
data access strategies for development of future DBMSs.[6]

Structured sets, or extended sets, are just classical sets
with and added membership condition, as formally defined
under the axioms supporting extended set processing, XSP[2] .
This additional parameter can be used to formally define
physical representations of abstract logical relationships. All
data representations have a formal set definition under XSP.

7. XSP: Access Strategies
Since all data representations are XSP sets, content and
containers can be managed using set operations. Thus any
conceivable data access strategy can be implemented with
set operations. Now the only genuine challenge to data
access development is the imagination of developers.

2. DATA ACCESS
Computers do not access data. Computers do not process
nor store data. Computers process data representations,
and store representations of data representations.
Data access is actually data representations accessed
from representations of data representations.

8. SQL Rejuvenation
Since every data representation has an identity under XSP
as a set, and since SQL SELECT processes sets, SQL can
be extended to process any and all data representations.

3. CONTENT & CONTAINERS
9. CONCLUSION

The difficulty with traditional data access strategies is a
lack of precision for manipulating data representations. This
can be resolved with the introduction of two new terms.
Data Content: a data representation for processing.
Data Container: a data representation for preservation.
Using these terms for actual data representations allows
management of content independently of containers.
Contents are equivalent if they represent the same data.
(In the same sense that SIX, VI, 0110, 6 are equivalent.)

Today’s DBMSs use a single base content-container
access for all applications. This one size fits all imposes
a significant difficulty for development of future DBMSs.[5]
Systems with multiple applications sharing large volumes
of available data, can use content-container access strategies
to provide each application with just the right content, in
just the right format, in just the right time.
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